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SAM GOLDING - INTERVIEW 
 
What first took your interest as a child, in terms of art making? 
To take this literally, my primary school memories are of loving scissors and cut outs, of admiring cartoons 
and  of the textural qualities of primary coloured poster paint. 
 
Can you tell me about your transition from childhood ‘artist’ to being a young artist at art school? 
Art school at Deakin in Geelong was a revelation. Total immersion in making art and continuous 
questioning of what , why  and how, within a fabulous factory space with glorious light. The discipline in 
thought and the exposure to life drawing, print making and working actively in paint was a delight. 
 
Unusually, you completed art school, then qualified as a lawyer. Was this difficult to do? 
This is often seen as a jump by those who know I have done both.  Art challenges you intellectually as well 
as creatively.  The intellectual rigour of art practice can transition smoothly and I love the intellectual rigour 
of the law and the precision of language.  That said I am not a litigator and I practice in the deal making 
part of the law. 
 
How does your mind reconcile the world of pictures with the world of letters? 
The worlds of pictures and letters have a common element of dealing with concepts and I reconcile it that 
way.  I can also make an analogy between settling a document and the finishing of a painting in the process 
of completing it in final polishing and focus. 
 
What role does creativity play in both realms? 
As I have said I work in the more creative, less combative parts of the law.   
 
Who are some of your favourite legal figures? 
Vassily Kandinsky- who qualified as a lawyer and became a brilliant abstractionist. In contemporary 
Australia, His Honour Justice Michael Kirby, Julian Burnside SC and Gillian Triggs. 
 
What artists most interest you at the moment? 
I am interested in different artists for different things, I have been admiring Lloyd Rees, Brett Whitely and 
William Dobell for their fluent use of line in drawings recently.  I loved some Fred Williams and Grace 
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Cossington Smith paintings I saw at the NGV recently.  Helen Frankenthaler’s stained paintings have an 
abiding impact. I will admit I have recently been reading some texts about Francis Bacon and Lucian Freud 
for the gossip, while admiring the painted surfaces. 

 
When and where do you like to draw? 
Any chance I get, I sometime refer to myself as “needlessly graphic”. I love drawing in the landscape and 
from life, as the drawing is made over a period of time it accrues the benefit of intelligent observation in 
the marks on the surface of the paper.   

 
What do you see as the connections between your works on paper and your canvases? 
I work in a very traditional (western salon art) way in progressing from drawings to painting.  Drawings are 
constantly used and referred to, used to experiment with pictoral ideas and paintings flow from and evolve 
from them in the oils (usually). 
 
My drawings are references, visual notes, observations and source material for compositions and 
sometimes just working out solutions.  I work in a number of different media, often in multimedia but have 
a real love for the use of watercolour and ink and wash.  I rarely use pastel or crayon now, though I just got 
some conte to play with.  I often talk about art process and drawing to painting on my blog at 
www.samgolding.com 
 

 
 
 
SAM GOLDING – RESUME 
 
Born 1964 Malvern, Victoria 
BA (Hons) Humanities Deakin University, LLB Monash University. LLM University of Melbourne 
 
Exhibitions 
2012 Manse Gallery, Kinross Art & Spirituality Centre, Toorak 
2009 Hidden Faces of the Archibald exhibition A languid guest 
2008 Hidden Faces of the Archibald exhibition Julian Burnside QC 
2005 Greenhill Gallery, Adelaide 
2003 Salon des Refuses Melbourne Bruce Langdon/Richelieu 
 
Collections 
Bar Association South Australia Collection, Flinders University Collection, private collections in Australia, 
Los Angeles, London  
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